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Abstract 
The time perception is different not only between different age categories, but also between individuals from the same age stage. 
The experience of time is also dependant on the subjective perception of the activity type an individual performs. The relation of 
the  time  with  the  subjective  internal  representation  is  a  systemic,  strong  and  complex  one,  of  a  major  importance  for  human  
beings. Different studies analyzed neural correlates of the time perception and behavioral activation. 
The time perception is strongly related to the feeling of social exclusion and to the meaning of an individual’s life. The age, the 
specific of the activities, emotions associated with the activities, cognition, all are in a direct relation with time perception which 
in turns influences all these aspects and functions. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Committee of PSIWORLD 2014. 
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1. Introduction 
The relation between time and psychological functions it’s a major one especially regarding the orientation of the 
human being through the space-time continuum. We understand that one cannot analyze the time without discussing 
also about the space and usually in clinical psychology, when a diagnosis is made, the psychologist observe and/or 
measure the patient time-space orientation. Moreover there is a strong relation between age and time. Actually when 
we discuss about age characteristics, we discuss implicitly about the time that has elapsed between two landmarks 
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called “age”. We use numbers in order to establish different ages (landmarks) and we analyze the psychological 
changes which have occurred between two significant events. 
Within neurosciences there are also studies considering the time perception related to different brain areas. We 
need to represent time ranging in order to make functional the associative learning process, sequencing and planning 
(Wencil et al., 2010). All these indicate us that the human psychological system needs a directional time axis. If we 
start from the assumption that the human psyche is a logical system and that a logical system is characterized by 
order, then we can understand the human need for order and for a logical progress of the events in time. Also there is 
a psychological need for understanding the events and this is strictly related to the cause-effect relationship. 
2. Time perception 
Block (2014) summarizes the four major factors influencing psychological time as a basis for explanation and 
further research. This model discuss about factors around an event “which influence an organism's encoding of, 
conceiving of, and responding to the event or episode" The factors are contents of a time period; activities during 
that period; time-related behaviors and judgments; and characteristics of the time experiencer. It is assumed that 
these factors interact (Burrows, 1991). 
Some authors started from the assumption that in every normal individual there is a time sense understood as a 
complex system of mechanisms, processes and strategies that allows an individual to cope with the dynamic 
environment, but also with its internal world (Michon, 1993). We can have a time experience starting from two 
elements: succession and simultaneity of events.    
2.1. Time and temporal processing in neurosciences 
There are many approaches in neuropsychology having as a central subject the time. Some of them try to locate 
the neural or cerebral parts involved in time processing. Studies on cortical networks indicated that different brain 
areas are responsible for different elements of time processing. For instance, the right posterior parietal activity was 
related to attentional processes, whereas right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was related to working memory 
(Wencil, 2010).  
Another approach discusses the implication of the attention in time processing and the relation between 
psychological time sense and consciousness. The conscious experience is also analyzed in relation to different 
factors by Brazdau (2014).    
Some studies have emphasized how the temporal structure of events determines the perception of our 
environmental world (Grondin, 2010). Time and consciousness have become intrinsic linked recently with the 
development of a new area of research on the concept of chronesthesia (awareness of subjective time; Tulving, 
2002), as opposed to noetic consciousness (awareness of the world) or autonoetic consciousness (awareness of self 
in time). Tulving refers to chronestesia as a form of consciousness which allows someone to think about the 
subjective time in which he/she lives and this function helps the individual to “mentally travel” in his/her time 
(Tulving, 2002). Chronestesia is linked closely to some neurocognitive functions such as recollection (which is a 
memory function), thinking about the past and the future (thinking) and planning (executive functions).  Tulving 
presents some examples of general neurocognitive capacities in Table 1.   
     Table 1. Selected examples of general neurocognitive capacities and their particular functions (Tulving, 2002). 
General capacity Function 
Semantic memory Knowing the world 
Episodic memory Remembering experiences 
Noetic consciousness 
Autonoetic consciousness 
Chronestesia 
Awareness of the world 
Awareness of self in time 
Awareness of subjective time 
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Other studies have emphasized on the importance of the cerebral hemispheres, indicating that the right 
hemisphere is essential for timekeeping mechanisms, but underlining also that the left hemisphere could support 
non-temporal mechanisms used in time and frequency discriminations. Evidence for intrahemispheric specialization 
of timing was also found that implicated the inferior parietal lobe and areas of the prefrontal cortex (Harrington, 
1998).
Several fMRI studies have been conducted on neural systems of time estimation and different brain areas were 
evidenced in duration misestimation (Morillon et al., 2009 – Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. Duration misestimation. Purple, General misestimation effect. Green, Underestimation (relative to correct estimation). Blue, 
Overestimation (relative to correct estimation). The plots depict the level of activation for correct (gray) and incorrect (white) responses in 
prefrontal cortex (Morillon et al., 2009).  
Damage to the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) in humans has been associated with disinhibited or socially 
inappropriate behavior and emotional changes, but also with time processing distortion (Berlin et al., 2004). Fig. 2 
shows a comparative chart in time perception for subjects with OFC damage and non-OFC damage. OFC 
participants estimated that significantly more time had passed in total than normal participants, and OFC participants 
estimated that significantly more time had passed at the 90 s interval than normal participants. While OFC patients 
overestimated time in both cases, indicating a faster subjective sense of time, normal participants underestimated 
time. 
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Fig. 2. Timing in OFC and non-OFC subjects (Berlin et al., 2004)
2.2. Impulsivity and time perception 
The above presented study indicated that the OFC subjects were more impulsive than normal and non-OFC 
lesion controls on both the self-report and the cognitive behavioral task measures of impulsivity. This suggests that 
not only were the OFC patients impulsive, but they also had considerable insight into their condition. Moreover, this 
impulsiveness appears to be specifically related to the OFC, in that the non-OFC patients (who mainly had DLFC 
damage) were not impaired on both measures.  
Impulsivity has been related to time perception problems. OFC patients had a faster subjective sense of time than 
normal controls (and than non-OFC patients for total time estimation) in terms of more time estimated in total 
(Berlin et al., 2004). 
2.3. Age and time perception 
Some authors studied the time processing related to aging. One of the most interesting studies analyzes the time 
processing in terms of duration judgment. The duration judgment paradigm indicates that a major variable which 
influences the duration judgment is whether one knows in advance that a duration estimate will be required; in the 
prospective paradigm a person has this knowledge; in the retrospective paradigm a person doesn’t have it (Block, 
1998). Differences between individuals in duration judgments appeared and could have the origin in physiological 
parameters and cognitive processes. In older adults some major cognitive processes could become slower or weaker: 
the attention (especially divided attention), working memory and so on. If a person allocates relatively more 
attention to time, more signals will be included in the working-memory representation (Block, 1998). 
Another major observation is that an older adult could perceive the time in a different way than a younger one. 
The major psychological factors involved here are the life experience and the routine: for the older adult the time 
seems to pass quicker than for the younger one. This could be considered as a subjective observation, but it  has a 
major importance for the internal balance of a person. 
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3. Discussion 
According to the presented studies and others, the time perception is a fundamental human function (yet there are 
studies indicating that the animals could perceive time too, in a different way) involved in all the human activities. 
More likely the society could not function effectively in its current form if we would not be aware of succession or 
simultaneity of events. The time perception could be analyzed in terms of: 
- neural mechanisms and networks; 
- cognitive functions; 
- consciousness (which implies cognition); 
- age 
Moreover, closely related to cognitions, emotions play an important, yet subjective role in time duration. The 
time perception is strongly related to the feeling of social exclusion and to the meaning of an individual’s life. When 
one’s life is full of positive emotions, than the subjective time duration is shorter in comparison to another person 
who feels negative emotions.  
The relativity of the psychological time is well known, depending on the above presented factors. In addition 
currently there is an increasing interest in internal body time (physiological) and its relation to the psychological 
time.   
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